Venture Developer
at Liquid Labs in Hamburg

About Liquid Labs
We're a small group of former entrepreneurs, venture capitalists and technology
enthusiasts building multiple businesses in an R&D lab surrounding. At Liquid Labs, we
value diversity on an individual level. We’re dedicated to creating an environment
where people can be their authentic selves and share their own diverse backgrounds,
experiences, perspectives and ideas. We remain a partner to the existing investment
ecosystems while allowing entrepreneurial minded people to learn how to build
startups. Our managing directors are both former VC’s with many years of experience.
They are on site and accessible to the teams. The opportunity to experience company
building is what we offer without the risk of doing it alone. We accept that no matter
how well executed products can be, sometimes they just don’t work. This is a part of
our approach to innovation and we recover as well as refocus quickly when things
don’t work out. As a company builder we belong to Otto Group Digital Solutions which
builds digital B2B business models in the retail segment. We focus on the market while
leveraging the Otto Group, one of the largest e-commerce retailers in Europe.
About the job
Our Venture Developers help to define and set up the companies we build at Liquid
Labs. As part of each company, you will drive several functions such as online
marketing, product development, supply management, sales and operations. As a
part of Liquid Labs you will remain on a project for 3-6 months. You then either move
on to a new venture with different challenges and business models or stay with the
initial project based upon your interests. You will gain a direct perspective into building
startups, learn day-to-day management and build deep functional expertise. You will
be part of an international team of motivated and talented people working towards
one goal. Liquid Labs moves fast and will provide you with extensive opportunities for
initiative, creativity as well as leadership. Our Venture Developers get the unique
opportunity to learn, experience and join great teams for 3 to 6 months with the option
to stick around and build the businesses they potentially fall in love with.
Who we´re looking for
You have earned an outstanding degree at a top university and have gained first work
experience in a high-performance environment. Further, you have a proven track
record of personal, academic and professional achievements. Beyond your
managerial skills, you have strong building and analytical skills combined with a handson approach. You are very passionate about startups and have a deep interest in
developing businesses. Independence, flexibility and speed are as important to you
as gaining extensive experience. Finally, you are fluent in German and English
(additional language skills are a plus) and keen to learn. A strong entrepreneurial drive
and the ability to achieve goals in a fast paced environment round out your profile.
Are you in?
Please send us your application either in German or in English to
raphael.ehret@ogds.de

